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A

nother edition of
Executive Knowledge
Lines is now with you. We
at EKL always endeavour
to make each issue look different in
its content diversity and how far we
succeed in doing that is a matter to be
judged by our readers.
In selection of content, we always
earnestly strive to adopt a multi
disciplinary approach. The current
issue has articles and features on
subjects including international
relations, digital marketing, universe,
finance, technology, space science,
medicine, world economy, heritage,
current affairs, general knowledge and
humour.
We are really happy to see the
feedbacks on the magazine being
received from our readers. We are
delighted to see the increasing quest
being found in today’s youth for
acquiring knowledge, powered by
their realization that knowledge is
power. Indeed the whole world is
being propelled by the power of
knowledge. We are trying in our small
way to contribute in this respect.

Editor’s
Desk

N T Nair
Managing Editor
E-mail: ekl.tvm@gmail.com

The ever increasing response EKL
has been receiving is a matter of great
motivation for us and reminds us
of our increasing responsibility. We
would always live up to that.
Happy reading.
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY

Our Remote

Sensing Lunar
Satellite Is All Alive
EKL Desk

E

very Indian will have a moment to
reminisce when he hears the term
‘Moon’. Moon is something, we always
admired and included in our paintings,
poems, tales, etc. Moon has been serving
as one of the popular metaphors all over
the world to signify beauty and purity,
for ages now. But, the real facts about
Moon are remaining to be a mystery till
date.
Probably between December 1609
and January 1610,Galileo Galilei

8
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discovered some objects in the space
and recognized it as the satellites of
Jupiter in March 1610. The Galilean
Moons are four large moons namely
Lo, Europa, Ganymede and Calisto.
These are the known largest moons in
our solar system. Later, after seeking
many strenuous developments, finally
Soviet Union decided to send their first
spacecraft, Luna 2 in the year 1959 to
know more about our Moon. Soon, in
the year 1969, America sent Commander
Executive Knowledge Lines

After China, Indian
Space Research
Organization decided
to work on a new
project to contribute
India's knowledge for
the study of
lunar world.

our Tricolor national flag on the lunar
ground. The mission was named as
Chandrayaan, meaning Moon Vehicle in
Sanskrit.

Neil Armstrong accompanied by Lunar
Pilot Buzz Aldrin to land on Moon
with their ApolloLunar Module Eagle
spacecraft and made an indelible history.
After Soviet Union and America, China
entered the field and it carried its own
success stories. After China, Indian Space
Research Organization decided to work
on a new project to contribute India's
knowledge for the study of lunar world.
Since then all the supremely dexterous
Indian hands joined together in 2008
to take up a mission of flagging up
9
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Chandrayaan-1 released its Moon Impact
Probe that took control over the south
lunar pole on November 14, 2008 and
made India as the fourth ever country
to leave its unflinching mark on the
Lunar ground. The probe hit the part
near the crater Shackleton and ousted
some handheld amount of sub-surface
soil that helped scientists to discover the
presence of Lunar Water Ice on the lunar
grounds. The location of this impact was
taken control by Indian Space Research
Center and proudly named the part as
"Jawahar Point". Chandrayaan-1 turned
out to be one of the significant sources
to understand and appreciate Moon.
This progress gave Indian scientists a
greater view of the lunar system and
leveled up their vision.As a result of this
consequential success, Indian scientists'
confidence and perspicacious outlook
employed substantial intention of
discovering more of our Moon. ISRO has
made its first autochthonous integral
August 2019

parts like lunar orbiter, lander named as
Vikram and rover named as Pragyan to
make the mission possible.On 22 July
2019, a geosynchronous satellite launch
vehicle lifted-off from Satish Dhawan
Space Centre into skies at 2:43 pm.
ISRO Chief K Sivan along with his fellow
scientists watched the launch sequence
in rapt attention. 16 minutes later, India's
second lunar mission the 3,850 kg
Chandrayaan-2 was successfully placed
into the earth's orbit.

The Rs 978/- crore mission will make
India the fourth country to have landed
a rover on the moon after US, Russia
and China. After a 48 day journey to
the celestial body, Chandrayaan-2 will
explore the uncharted South Pole, a
'giant leap' for the Nation. The mission
also carries a total of 13 payloads, which
includes three from Europe, two from
America and one from Bulgaria, which
seeks to improve the understanding
of the moon. GSLV Mk-III rocket will
carry the Indian made equipment
and fly. Chandrayaan-2’s initial launch
was scheduled on 15 July but was
put off due to a technical glitch. Now
10 August 2019

Chandrayaan-2 is expected to reach
the moon by August 20, this year. The
rocket used to fire the satellite by ISRO is
Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle
Mark-III-M1 (GSLV MkIII-M1) in Sriharikota
Island, Andhra Pradesh.
The vehicle has been nicknamed ISRO's
Baahubali by Telugu media, for its
capacity to carry a payload of up to four
tonnes. Apart from the lunar orbiter, the
launcher carries a lander Vikram, named
after Dr.Vikram Sarabhai, the father of the

Indian space programme. Inside Vikram
is a rover called Pragyan, meaning
wisdom in Sanskrit. Chandrayaan-2
was built from U R Rao satellite Centre,
Bangaluru. After Chandrayaan-1 crashed
into the moon's surface, the second of
the series was built for a soft landing. A
Laser Retro reflector Array (LRA) of NASA
is among the payloads and is aimed to
understand the dynamics of the earth’s
moon system.The main parts of the
satellite are an orbiter of 379 kg with
eight payloads, a lander with working
power of one lunar period of time, and a
rover named Pragyan. GSLV Mk-III-M1 is
Executive Knowledge Lines

assigned to take the lunar module into
orbit around the earth, once launched
into space. The module released from
the rocket circles the earth multiple
times, using the earth's gravitational
force to gain momentum as re-orienting
the moon. The moon's gravitational pull
holds while spinning out of earth's orbit.
To stay in the moon's gravitational field,
the onboard thrusters help by slowing it
down. Before Vikram detaches from the
orbiter, it is designed to circle the moon.
Vikram has to take a different trajectory,
circling closer and closer to the moon
to find a landing site. Then, in 15 fraught
minutes, Vikram lands on the moon.
Meanwhile, Lander slowdowns, braking
against the moon's gravitational pull.
This requires the firing of a propulsion
engine, which in turn will cause lunar
dust to fly at it. The sharp and jugged
lunar dust having a negative charge
helps to cling on to the moon's surface,
disrupting solar panels and sensors.
This means the possibility of losing
touch with the control station. But the
successful landing of Vikram writes a big
milestone in Indian space history.
The door of Vikram not only opens the
way to Pragyan but also to a new era
in Indian space research. Pragyan takes
four hours to descend down the ramp
that Vikram lowers, and roll onto the
moon. But the dream will come true only
when the door stays without damage
after the landing. Pragyan can move at
the speed of 1 cm/s and can travel up
to half a kilometre away from Vikram. It
investigates through the surface of the
moon for one lunar day (16 earth days).
The collected information transmitted
to Vikram from where it finds the way
to earth. Pragyan carries a range of
spectrometers (apparatus used to
calculate the composition of materials
by passing radiation). As Chandrayaan-1
detected the presence of water
molecules, Pragyan looks for more traces.
11 August 2019
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An advanced synthetic aperture radar
for this purpose it carries an advanced
synthetic aperture radar. The radar
is used to test the presence of water
through several metres of rocks. If the
moon is proven to have sufficient water
reserves, the moon sustaining human
life in future is not far. The orbiter circles
the moon for a year at 100-km orbit. The
payloads in the orbiter range from highresolution cameras to a spectrometer,
to measure the moon's atmospheric
composition.
Moon’s South Pole remains in the dark
as it receives very little sunlight; hence
its secrets are left uncovered. Some
part is permanently under the shade,
because of the tilt of the moon's axis.
The flabbergasting surface also contains
'cold traps', down the giant craters.
This region can freeze liquid as well
as a range of volatile compounds. The
temperature can low as -200-degree
Celsius. But this information triggers the
anxiety of most scientists. Because the
compounds in these cold traps have
been possibly frozen for a time of three
billion years! So the chance of finding
the records of early Solar System is on
board. Any findings may contribute to
theories on 'birth of moon'.
The most complex mission ever
undertaken by the ISRO has another
pride to carry with. Chandrayaan-2 is
the first interplanetary to be steered
by women, project director Vanitha
Muthayya and mission director Ritu
Kridhal. And among the 300 scientists
behind Chandrayaan 30 per cent are
women. If all the assigned series of
maneuvers undergoes well, if Vikram
can pull it off, it will be a triumph of
indigenous science. When the world
along with NASA celebrates 50 years of
the 'First landmark', India is ready to take
billion dreams to the moon. 
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Beginning of India’s

“Chequebook”
Diplomacy

T.P. Sreenivasan IFS (Retd.)

I

ndia’s modest foreign assistance has
been response oriented and need
based, in the form of training and
equipment for small scale industries
and provision of experts, except in
some neighbouring countries, which
received development assistance. But

12 August 2019

several developed countries and China
have been engaged in “chequebook
diplomacy” in order to gain political
influence. The budget proposals this year
seem to indicate that India has increased
assistance to some neighbouring
countries and African nations to increase

Executive Knowledge Lines

our engagement with them. The MEA
Budget of Rs.17,800 crores shows an
increase of Rs.2800 crores which is
mostly in increase in foreign assistance.
As a young Second Secretary at our
mission in Thimphu from 1971 -74, I
used to sign a big cheque of Rs.22 crores
every year to the Government of Bhutan
as development assistance. As a novice
in foreign affairs, I wondered why such
massive amounts were being paid to
a foreign Government when India was
starving for resources. It was explained
to me that this was a treaty obligation
and the logic was that it would cost
the Government of India much more
to deploy its army on the border with
China, if there was no friendly buffer
state between India and China. The price
of maintaining that state has grown
ever since and today it stands at Rs.2802
crores allocated in the current budget.
The budgetary allocation has been
increased successively over two years,
showing that following the 2017
Doklam crisis, India is according high
priority to it for fear that China might
try to drive a wedge between India and
Bhutan by making friendly gestures
to the Himalayan country. It will be an
indication to China that India will make
the necessary investments to meet the
requirements of Bhutan in the years to
come. It is suspected that China selected
the India-Bhutan-China trijunction to
build the road to cast aspersions on
India’s obligation to defend Bhutan.
China might have hinted to Bhutan
that, like the rest of the China-Bhutan
boundary, this area could be demarcated
if India was kept out of the picture.
Both Nepal and Mauritius have
maintained a high priority in allocation
and have received Rs.1,050 crore and
Rs.1,100 crore respectively. In terms
of regional allocation, Latin America
received the lowest of the MEA’s
13 August 2019
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The budgetary
allocation has been
increased successively
over two years,
showing that following
the 2017 Doklam crisis,
India is according
high priority to it for
fear that China might
try to drive a wedge
between India and
Bhutan by making
friendly gestures to the
Himalayan country.
expenditure allocation with a meagre
Rs.15 crore. Afghanistan’s allocation has
also come down from Rs.470 crore to
Rs.400 crore.
Surprisingly, only Rs.45 crore has been
allocated for India’s building activities
in the port of Chabahar in Iran. This is
a reduction from the previous year’s
allocation of Rs.150 crore. India is at
the forefront of the construction of
Chabahar port which is a major regional
initiative from India. India’s works at the
port received a waiver from the anti-Iran
sanctions of the U.S.
The total aid to countries has increased
by about Rs 2037.79 crore, from Rs 5,545
crore in 2018-19 to Rs 7,582.79 crore
in 2019-20. Aid allocation for Maldives
jumped from Rs 125 crore in 2018-19 to
August 2019

Rs 576 crore. As per the revised budget
numbers, India spent nearly Rs 440 crore
on aid to the island nation in 2018-19.
The aid to Nepal increased substantially
from Rs 650 crore in 2018-19 to Rs 1,050
crore in 2019-20.
The aid set aside for Afghanistan was Rs
400 crore, Bangladesh (Rs 175 crore), Sri
Lanka (Rs 250 crore), and Mongolia (Rs 5
crore) for the 2019-20 fiscal. The aid for
Myanmar increased from Rs 280 crore in
the previous fiscal to Rs 400 crore.
The aid allocation for African countries
more than doubled from last fiscal to
Rs 450 crore in the 2019-20 budget.
However, revised budget numbers
indicate that India spent nearly Rs 330
crore as aid to African nations in 2018-19.
Aid to Mauritius also increased drastically
from Rs 350 crore to 1,100 crore. The
revised budget numbers indicate that
India spent nearly Rs 660 crore on aid to
Mauritius in 2018-19.
The total allocation to the Ministry

14 July 2018

The inclusion of
assistance to foreign
countries in the budget
of the Ministry of
External Affairs creates
the false impression
that the Ministry gets
higher and higher
allocations each year.
in 2019-20 is Rs. 17,884.78 crore -- an
increase of Rs 2,873.78 crore over last
fiscal's Rs 15,011 crore. The revised
budget numbers for 2018-19 show
that the Ministry spent RS 15,582 crore.
But, out of this, the establishment

Executive Knowledge Lines

expenditure for the Ministry is earmarked
only at Rs. 5,487.26 crore.
In other words, the increase in the MEA
budget does not mean increase in the
funding of our missions. Our missions
are generally poorly maintained and our
allowances are not comparable even to
some of the other developing countries.
The Representational Grant is particularly
low and the officers have to stretch it out
to return the generous hospitality they
receive from other missions.
The inclusion of assistance to foreign
countries in the budget of the Ministry
of External Affairs creates the false
impression that the Ministry gets higher
and higher allocations each year. Though
external assistance is an instrument
of foreign policy, it seems unfair to
mix it with the operational budget of
the Ministry. At a time when Indian
diplomacy has to be particularly active,
the increased allocation is illusory as the
disbursement of assistance is automatic.
The missions have no discretion to
hold back the payment or to speed up
disbursement as an incentive to better
performance.
In the case of our neighbours, the
strategy seems to be to pay them to
ensure loyalty and dependability, a game
that the Chinese play with finesse. But
there is considerable risk here because
leadership changes in these countries
can lead to changes in policy, making
our investments unproductive. More
careful planning and innovation are
needed to devise means by which
we are able to have more permanent
benefits. More discretionary grants and
entertainment should be provided for
diplomats for this purpose.
The Finance Minister mentioned
opening of new missions in countries
where we do not have representation.
This again has to be done with utmost
15 August 2019
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In the case of our
neighbours, the
strategy seems to
be to pay them to
ensure loyalty and
dependability, a game
that the Chinese play
with finesse.
care as once a mission is established,
it will be difficult to withdraw it. It
is possible to operate through nonresident missions in many countries in
faraway places. The existing situation and
possible workload should be carefully
assessed before missions are established.
The budget of the Ministry of External
Affairs is a clear indication of its priorities.
But inclusion of foreign assistance in the
MEA budget may convey the wrong
message about its activities.
Even countries, which engage in
“chequebook diplomacy”, deny that they
are dishing out money to curry favour.
In a Xinhua commentary in 2017 China
stated: “But unlike traditional aid from
the West, China seldom gives budgetary
support or other forms of monetary
donations to foreign governments.
Suitcases bulging with cash are not the
Chinese way. China prefers to see itself
as a country that "teaches men to fish"
rather than one which simply dishes
up plates of fish and chips.” India’s new
strategy to increase its foreign assistance
is likely to be criticised as the beginning
of “chequebook” diplomacy. 
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Global Economy

Rise in
global debt
unabated
Pradeep Philipose

G

lobal debt hit a new record high at
about 225 per cent of global GDP.
High debt makes financing of activities
of governments in various countries
vulnerable to sudden changes in market
sentiment. It also limits a government’s
ability to provide support to the
economy in the event of a downturn or
a financial crisis.
Rapidly rising debt is a problem that
affects many countries including US,
China, and most of the developing
world. In today’s environment, it is felt
that reasonable levels of economic
growth cannot be achieved unless
boosted by even faster growth in debt.
Advanced economies are responsible for
most of the global debt. Nevertheless,
in the last ten years, emerging market
economies like China have been
responsible for most of the increase.
China alone contributed 43 per cent to
the increase in global debt since 2007.

16 August 2019

In contrast, the contribution from low
income developing countries is barely
noticeable.
Public debt constitutes a major part of
rising global debt. Debt-to-GDP ratios
in advanced economies are at levels
not seen since World War II. Public debt
ratios have been increasing persistently
over the past fifty years.
In emerging market economies, public
debt is at levels seen only during the
1980s’ debt crisis. For low-income
developing countries also there has
been a rise in average public debt-toGDP ratios. Along with debt, the cost
of debt service has been rising rapidly
in low-income developing countries.
The interest burden has doubled in the
past ten years to close to 20 per cent of
taxes. The escalating cost reflects in part
the increasing reliance of low-income
economies on non-concessional debt.
Executive Knowledge Lines

Advanced economies
are responsible for
most of the global
debt. Nevertheless,
in the last ten years,
emerging market
economies like China
have been responsible
for most of the
increase.
Budget deficits and debt
A budget deficit occurs when spending
exceeds income and this applies mainly
to government budgets A deficit must
be paid. If it isn't, then it creates debt.
Each year’s deficit adds to the debt
burden. An unbalanced budget when
spending exceeds revenue in a fiscal year
causes a fiscal deficit. The failure to pay
this deficit becomes a debt. There are
several reasons why high government
debt and deficits are a cause for concern.
One is that countries with high
government debt are vulnerable to
changing financing conditions, which
could hinder their ability to borrow. This
would adversely affect the ability of
these countries to promote economic
growth. Left unchecked, the debt
threatens a country’s future prosperity.
Most advanced, emerging markets
and low income developing countries
should put deficits and debt firmly on a
downward path. They should also enact

17 August 2019
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fiscal reforms that increase productivity
and promote human and physical
capital.

Forms of debt
Self-liquidating debt is used to fund
investment projects that increase
economic productivity to service the
debt fully. In such cases, an increase in
debt is used to create an equal or greater
increase in assets.
Though self-liquidating debt adds to
the total debt in the economy, rather
than raising the country’s debt burden
it usually reduces the burden in the
long run through increasing wealth
or productive capacity by more than
the cost of the project. The most
common form of this debt is business
investment or government investment
in infrastructure. Self-liquidating debt is
ultimately sustainable if the debt can be
repaid fully out of the additional value
created.
All other forms of debt results in

August 2019

funding household consumption,
nonproductive government activities
and nonproductive investment by either
the government or businesses. Debt
that is not self-liquidating increases the
total debt in the economy and because
it doesn’t improve debt-servicing
capacity, usually adds to the economy’s
debt burden. These debts can only be
serviced through transfers from one
economic sector to another like revenue
mobilisation through taxes if the
borrower is the government.
Among the three types of borrowing,
those related to household borrowing is
not self-liquidating and directly increases
the debt burden. This is because in
household borrowing aggregate debt
rises with no increase in the country’s
debt-servicing capacity or productive
capacity.
Similarly, increases in government debt
do not result in equivalent increases in
debt-servicing or productive capacity,
except in cases of the government
borrowing being used to fund
investment in productive infrastructure.
If government borrowing is used to
fund consumption, household transfers,
military spending etc, government
debt can only boost current domestic
demand without boosting debtservicing capacity or productive capacity.
Increases in business debt could fund
productive investment under proper
conditions and so these increases usually
boost debt-servicing or productive
capacity.

US debt problem
In the US, the government’s levels of
debt have been rising at a much faster
rate than GDP growth. According to US
Treasury Department figures released
recently, the US national debt exceeded
$22 trillion on February 11, 2019. This is
more than America's annual economic
18 August 2019

output as measured by its Gross
Domestic Product (GDP). In a decade,
federal debt in the US will reach an
overwhelming $33 trillion, which will be
the equivalent of 113 per cent of US GDP.
The net debt figure is about $16
trillion which includes the value of all
outstanding treasury bonds, notes, bills,
and other securities owned by the US
public, the Federal Reserve, and foreign
lenders. That made the public debtto-GDP ratio of 77 per cent. In fact, net
debt is effectively the accumulation of
all previous deficits (minus an occasional
surplus). The net debt is closely related
to annual deficits. That's what the
government owes to investors. The $22
trillion figure is the “gross debt’’. It is the
sum of net debt plus intergovernmental
debt (i.e. obligations one part of the US
government owes to another).

Public Debt
The public debt is how much a country
owes to lenders outside of itself. These
can include individuals, businesses, and
even other governments. Public debt
is the accumulation of annual budget
deficits. External debt is the amount
owed to foreign investors by both the
government and the private sector.

Problems with high debt
A true debt crisis occurs when a
country is in danger of not meeting
its debt obligations. Investors become
concerned that the country cannot
afford to pay the bonds and will default
on its debt. Government borrowing will
make it more expensive for businesses
to expand production and hire more
workers.
As interest rates and inflation rise, the
cost of providing benefits and paying
the interest on the debt will skyrocket.
That leaves less money for other services.
At that point, the government will be
Executive Knowledge Lines

When public debt is good

Among the three types
of borrowing, those
related to household
borrowing is not selfliquidating and directly
increases the debt
burden.
forced to cut services or raise taxes.
That will further slow economic growth.
The right approach to balancing risk
and reward is for the government to
extend the maturity structure of its debt,
borrowing long-term instead of shortterm.

In the short run, public debt is a good
way for countries to get extra funds
to invest in their economic growth.
Public debt is a safe way for foreigners
to invest in a country's growth by
buying government bonds. Public debt
is attractive to risk-averse investors
since it is backed by the government
itself. When used correctly, public debt
improves the standard of living in a
country.

Debt- to-GDP ratios
In India, the gross debt to GDP ratio is
around 63 per cent, while in the case of
the US it is 86 per cent, Russia - 19 per
cent, Japan – 254 per cent, Indonesia
– 29 per cent, Germany - 61 per cent,
France – 97 per cent, China - 54 per cent
Japan 224 per cent and Brazil - 88 per
cent. 

15 Natural Ways to Lower

Your Blood Pressure

High blood pressure is a dangerous
condition that can damage your
heart. Here are 15 natural ways to
combat high blood pressure.
1.Walk regularly for 30-45 minutes every
day.
2. Reduce your sodium intake.
3. Drink less alcohol or avoid it.
4. Eat more potassium-rich foods.
5. Cut back on caffeine.
19 August 2019
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6. Learn to manage stress, by listening
to soothing music, avoiding overwork
and avoiding worrying.
7. Eat dark chocolate or cocoa.
8. Lose weight and keep your Body Mass
Index within 19-24%.
9. Quit smoking.
10. Cut added sugar and refined
carbohydrates.
11. Eat berries.
12. Try meditation or deep breathing.
13. Eat calcium-rich foods.
14. Take natural supplements.
15. Eat foods rich in magnesium.
Courtesy: Medical News Today
August 2019

Career And Education

Digital Marketing:

A Land of

Opportunities

Aswini Devi Jeyaprakash

I

n this bustling world of pace, Internet
is gradually taking the control key of
everything. Around 90 % of our jobs are
totally dependent on Internet. Internet
has become the new commander of our
life. Apart from providing the user with
information, internet assists us in so
many things that it became a mandatory
part of our life. Internet is way too
involved in our lives that it opens door to
build our relationships, fulfill our
shopping needs, let us to have a watch
over our bank accounts all the time,
make us more comfortable by enabling
20 August 2019

us to work from wherever we want and
gave us space to express our opinions
and expressions. Research says internet
usage amongst older people has also
increased in the last two years. Internet
has been benefiting everyone from
students to retailers. Retailers’ neverending search to reach consumers has
finally come to an end with the help of
internet. Internet, the ocean of data has
provided zillions of opportunities in
today’s world. Amongst that, Digital
Marketing is one of the rapidly prevailing
disciplines. As the very name itself
Executive Knowledge Lines

suggests, Digital Marketing is a type of
marketing that is carried out with the
help of digital devices and technology
that will reach consumers via social
media, search engines, e-mail and other
websites. Any marketing tactics that is
carried out with the help of digitalization
can be categorized under digital
marketing. Websites, digital advertising,
email marketing, online brochures, and
social media advertising are some of the
well-known ways to advertise digitally.
Due to the great reach digital marketing
has got, companies rely on digital
marketing and it is believed that digital
marketing is the future for marketing.
Digital marketing serves as the mantra
for success in many small scale
businesses. The simple goal of reaching,
attracting, convincing more customers
and making them buy the product is
smartly, quickly and constructively
achieved by digital marketing. In the
approaching days, digital marketing and
its strategies will determine a successful
business and a failed one. Digital
marketing, the land of opportunities is
seen as one of the most sought after
jobs in the world and had reached nooks
and corners already. Around 8 lakhs jobs
are burgeoning once in six months in
the field of digital marketing in India.
USA has generated about 49,000
qualitative digital marketing jobs in one
month in the year 2017, according to
major job portals. As a result of India’s
Digital India campaign, digital marketers
have got a great deal of opportunities.
Holding to a premier position in digital
marketing field takes nothing but new
and creative Search Engine Optimization
strategies to target better at prospects
and a finer walk on social media to
ensure that netizens and consumers are
always aware of the company’s presence.
Individual businesses to large scale
companies have realized the importance
of digital marketing and how the future
21 August 2019
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Around 90 % of our jobs
are totally dependent
on Internet. Internet
has become the new
commander of our life.
Apart from providing the
user with information,
internet assists us in
so many things that it
became a mandatory
part of our life.
profit is dependent on virtual world. So
hiring personal digital marketers who
can come up with relatively creative and
exciting strategies to develop a smooth
platform to reach consumers is a very
happening scenario in today’s marketing
world. Apart from working for a
company at a time, a professional from
another field with necessary knowledge
in digital marketing, experiential
learning, and skillsets required for ‘on the
job’ skills can also popularize himself as a
freelance digital marketer and work for
various companies at the same time and
make profit out of it. Digital marketing is
also recognized as one of the productive
hobbies for net junkies that can benefit
some money, though certified digital
marketers are given more priority and
offered with better salary packages than
those who claim to have good
experience. Search Engine Optimization
is something the most popular, common
and successful option in digital
marketing. Most of the online businesses
are virtually supported Google, Bing,
August 2019

Yahoo and other search engines to reach
costumers. Working on SEO is probably
the easiest way to attract healthy traffic
to a business. In brief SEO’s goal is to
show more relevance and optimize
content in a way that makes it appear as
the first on a search engine results page
(SERP). The second most popular option
in digital marketing is Search Engine
Marketing (SEM). This paves way for
digital marketers to advertise a product
in search engines and make it appear
among search results. The next most
commonly used method is Social Media
Marketing (SMM) that includes
advertising or marketing using social
media such as facebook, instagram, etc.
SMM is the most acclaimed method in
digital marketing. Content marketing in
digital marketing is also one of the
highly used methods used to promote
brands. Content marketing aims in
making the viewers to read the content,
share and comment on the content.
Other widely used methods in digital
marketing are email marketing, online
brochures, etc. These marketing
methods are something that we
frequently encounter in our everyday life,
yet we don’t know the highly regardful
reality of it. Having creativity and skill in
one hand, digital marketing requires
good foundation that will give learner
healthy confidence of knowing all the
fundamentals of digital marketing. So,
achieving rewarding career in digital
marketing starts from the choice of
institution. National Institute of
Information Technology, one of India’s
highly renowned institutions is one of
the first institutions that introduced
digital marketing courses in India. NIIT
offers regular and professional certificate
courses in digital marketing over 30
cities in India. Bangalore based
institution “Simplilearn” offers both
offline and online certified advanced
training programs according to the
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The next most
commonly used
method is Social Media
Marketing (SMM) that
includes advertising or
marketing using social
media such as facebook,
instagram, etc.
needs of the learner in digital marketing.
Delhi School of Internet Marketing
provides complete live classes covering
17 different modules of digital marketing
with practical knowledge. Delhi based
“Edukart”; one of the premium
institutions in India for distance learning
provides a six month online certificate
course in Digital Marketing. The
certification is provided by the Internet
and Mobile Association of India (IAMAI).
Apart from these, thousands of online
courses are available for digital
marketing that qualifies the candidate
with valid and authenticated
certification. When looking for digital
marketing courses online, make sure
your institution covers topics such as
Communications and consumers, Search
marketing, Social media marketing,
Mobile marketing, Digital strategy and
planning, E-commerce and email, SEO,
Advanced SEO Tools and Techniques,
Advanced Content Marketing and
Advanced Web Analytics. These areas are
considered to be the main components
that make digital marketing effective.
Attending web seminars and lectures
will add more power to your resume.
Many established digital marketers
suggest beginners to take a standardized
test like the one offered by Google
Executive Knowledge Lines

(Google Analytics I.Q. Exam) and use it as
a tool to prove their potential in the field
of digital marketing. Apart from
attending e-courses and e-seminars, a
full-fledged digital marketer should
always keep a track on following several
established digital marketers in social
media. Having your inbound marketer
alive by creating a personal blog that
showcases your unique and inbound
marketing skills are highly creditable.
Having some knowledge about basic
Photoshop skills is a plus. Starters should
be able to find themself in a wide
network of experienced and successful
digital marketers and be an active

to increase its turnover and profit in few
months. Digital marketing economy
dominates traditional marketing
economy at a rate of 10X. This situation
of new growth and changes only
signifies one point that is need for more
skilled digital marketers will keep on
increasing and this means there will be
no shortage of jobs for digital marketers.
As change and developments hike in the
world marketing, going back to old
traditional ways of marketing is highly
impossible. Digital marketing has
become a part of our lives and it will
keep on evolving until our need for
internet exists. Making use of such

member in the community and should
make other marketers to feel their
presence. This will help in the
establishment of healthy bonds with
adept marketers. Following the
suggested steps will help a fresher to
sound more effective and methodical.
Most of the best digital marketing
companies promise to deliver good
source of customers to the company and

opportunities and adding more skills to
your knowledge will have your mark
resolute in this highly competitive world.
To sum up, digital marketing is a
promising field that will have your
creativity alive, keep you updated with
the ever moving world and also by
fulfilling your money needs. 
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UNIVERSE

Veiled in
Mystery:

UFOs
Kripa Kishore

As

humans we all tend to think
about other planets. Thinking
about other planets makes us ponder
about the extraterrestrial life that
is present out there. This certainly
brings something into our mind, no
matter how hard we try to ward off
these thoughts. Yes, the topic of UFOs
(Unidentified Flying Object) comes into
our mind.
So what are UFOs? As per the definition
given by US Air force, UFO is "any
airborne object which by performance,
aerodynamic characteristics, or unusual
features, does not conform to any
presently known aircraft or missile type,
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or which cannot be positively identified
as a familiar object." Is it a spacecraft
from another planet or is the whole
idea of UFO simply a hoax? During a
UFO sighting, strange phenomena are
often reported, such as radio and TV
interference or car-ignition failure. Many
UFOs leave strange calling cards, such
as indentations in the ground; burned
or flattened vegetation; spider-web-like
strings that hang from telephone poles
and trees and disintegrate at the touch;
and chunks of unidentifiable debris. So,
are they really alien spacecrafts piloted
by extraterrestrial beings, or are they
terrestrial objects that just haven't been
properly identified? The question has
Executive Knowledge Lines

raised a good bit of controversy, pitting
those who believe in it.
You glimpse a light in the night sky,
which is not a star, not an airplane,
but something radically different. It
moves with baffling speed, pulsates
with radiance beyond anything you've
witnessed. Three letters immediately
enter your mind: U-F-O. Is it really a
spacecraft from another planet or is it
something completely fake? Studies
have established that the majority of
UFO observations are misidentified
conventional objects or natural
phenomena—most commonly aircraft,
balloons, noctilucent clouds, nacreous
clouds, or astronomical objects such as
meteors or bright planets with a small
percentage even being hoaxes.

Most important UFO sightings
The Lights above the New Jersey
Turnpike (2001):- It takes a lot for
motorists to stop alongside a highway to
look toward the sky, but on July 14, 2001,
drivers on the New Jersey Turnpike did
just that. For around 15 minutes just after
midnight, they marveled at the sight of
strange orange-and-yellow lights in a V
formation over the Arthur Kill Waterway
between Staten Island, New York, and
Carteret, New Jersey.
Roswell, 1947 Roswell UFO Museum
Sign:-It’s the mother of all UFO sightings,
but no object was actually observed flying
in the Roswell incident. In the summer
of 1947, rancher William “Mac” Brazel
discovered mysterious debris in one of his
New Mexico pastures, including metallic
rods, chunks of plastic and unusual, papery
scraps. After Brazel reported the wreckage,
soldiers from nearby Roswell Army Air
Force Base came to retrieve the materials.
News headlines claimed that a “flying
saucer” crashed in Roswell, but military
officials said it was only a downed weather
balloon.
25 August 2019
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As per the definition
given by US Air
Force, "UFO" is "any
airborne object which
by performance,
aerodynamic
characteristics, or
unusual features,
does not conform to
any presently known
aircraft or missile type,
or which cannot be
positively identified as
a familiar object."
O’Hare International Airport Saucer
(2006):- Flight 446 was getting ready
to fly to North Carolina from Chicago’s
O’Hare International Airport, when
a United Airlines employee on the
tarmac noticed a dark grey metallic
craft hovering over gate C17. That day,
November 7, 2006, a total of 12 United
employees—and a few witnesses
outside the airport—spotted the saucershaped craft around 4:15 p.m.
Rendlesham Forest incident:-The
Rendlesham Forest incident is ranked
among the best-known reported UFO
events worldwide. It is undoubtedly
one of the best documented and most
significant military encounters with a
Craft of Unknown Origin. It has been
compared to the Roswell UFO incident
in the United States. It is also a case that
August 2019

involved very credible witnesses like
trained United States Air Force observers
and security police personals.
Now let’s take a look into some of
the popular UFO sightings in India, A
commercial pilot in 2014, reportedly
informed Mumbai Air Traffic Control
room that she spotted a green and
white UFO near Pune during the first
week of October at a height of about
26,300 feet. On 4, 2014 August, soldiers
of Indian Army observed unidentified
flying objects over Lagan Kher Area,
Demchock, Ladakh. It was also reported
that army troops had observed more
than a hundred different incidents of
UFO movements in the border areas
of Arunachal Pradesh in the preceding
seven months. Interestingly UFOs were
spotted even in Kerala. A photograph
published by the news media claimed to
show a "nail shaped" UFO over Kochi in
the southern Indian state of Kerala on 29
October, 2014.

Abduction cases
History of alien abduction claims
describes assertions or claims that
people have experienced as alien
abduction. Such claims came to
international prominence in the 1950s
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and 1960s, but some researchers argue
abduction narratives can be traced to
decades earlier.The Antonio Vilas Boas
case from Brazil (1957) and the Hill
abduction from the United States (1961)
were the first cases of UFO abduction
to earn widespread attention.There
was at least one case of attempted
abduction reported in conjunction with
the mystery airships of the late 19th
century. Colonel H. G. Shaw's account
was published in the Stockton, California
Daily Mail in 1897: Shaw claimed that he
and a friend were harassed by three tall,
slender humanoids whose bodies were
covered with a fine, downy hair. The
beings tried to accost or kidnap Shaw
and his friend, who were able to fight
them off.
Kim Carlsberg, a noted commercial
photographer, was a few days into
working on the set of the hit television
show “Dallas” when she went home and
saw her first UFO, which she dubbed
the “Moon over Malibu.” A few weeks
later, Carlsberg went to bed and woke
up in a spacecraft, which would be
the first of a series of abduction events
that continued for seven years. During
abductions, she claims to have been
the subject of experimentation and
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impregnated to create hybrids of
aliens and humans. She says she has
learned profound spiritual lessons,
having been shown the oneness of
the universe and all of its species. And
she reports a resounding mission
among the extraterrestrials “that it is
time to save mother earth from her
inhabitants.”Carlsberg’s first book,
“Beyond My Wildest Dreams,” discusses
her personal UFO abduction story;
her second book, “The Art of Close
Encounters,” serves as a forum for 150
people to tell their UFO abduction
stories. If people are being contacted
and abducted, returning with dire
warnings to the rest of humankind, are
the rest of us foolish to ignore them? Do
we have to wait to see it to believe it, or
will it be too late by then?

Area 51
The base's current primary purpose
is publicly unknown; however, based
on historical evidence, it most likely
supports the development and testing
of experimental aircraft and weapons
systems (black projects). The intense
secrecy surrounding the base has made
it the frequent subject of conspiracy
theories and a central component to
unidentified flying object (UFO) folklore.
In recent years, UFO investigators
claimed that the top-secret planes
tested there were built with technology
gleaned from captured alien aircraft. We
uncover the secrets of the cryptic desert
facility and look into mysterious deaths
of base workers. Area 51 employees
reach the facility by way of airplane. They
fly in and out of a restricted terminal at
McCarran International Airport on one
of several unmarked planes permitted
to fly through the airspace above Area
51 (airspace R-4808N). Until recently,
satellite imagery of the installation was
censored. As of 2018, Area 51 is visible
on Google Maps.
27 August 2019
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Crop Circles
Crop circles — strange patterns that
appear mysteriously overnight in
farmers' fields—provoke puzzlement,
delight and intrigue among the press
and public alike. The circles are mostly
found in the United Kingdom, but
have spread to dozens of countries
around the world in past decades. The
mystery has inspired countless books,
blogs, fan groups, researchers (dubbed
"cereologists") and even Hollywood
films. Many who favour an extraterrestrial
explanation claim that aliens physically
make the patterns themselves from
spaceships or UFOs; others suggest
that they do it using invisible energy
beams from space, saving them the trip
down here. Still others believe that it is
human, not extraterrestrial, thought and
intelligencethat is behind the patterns —
not in the form of hoaxers but some sort
of global psychic power that manifests
itself in wheat and other crops. The real
problem is that (despite unproven claims
by a few researchers that stalks found
inside "real" crop circles show unusual
characteristics), there is no reliable
scientific way to distinguish "real" crop
circles from man-made ones.
Surveys show that the overwhelming
majority of Americans believes that
intelligent life exists elsewhere in the
universe. People who claim to have seen
UFOs are confident that what they've seen
is real. They say these alien beings have
come to Earth to study the human race,
create a new hybrid species or simply to
communicate with humans. But skeptics
say there is a startling lack of real scientific
evidence to prove -- or disprove -- the
UFO phenomenon. They argue that the
majority of UFOs turn out to be identifiable
phenomena -- everything from weather
balloons to meteor showers to hoaxes.
How long will UFOs remain within a veil
of mystery! 
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Hospitality

ROBOTIC SERVICE
IN HOSPITALITY
INDUSTRY
Sureshbabu Sekharan

T

he core of any good hospitality is
friendly and generous human to
human interaction, be it at Hotels, Clubs,
Restaurants or Airlines. But lately, like
many other industries, human workers
are found replaced with machines in the
hospitality industry all over the world
as well. This trending industry faces and
will face in the future, a labour shortage.
Therefore the introduction of robots to
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the hospitality industry will presumably
solve some of these problems to an
extent. Someone even predicts that by
2030, about twenty-five percent of the
routine tasks in the hospitality industry
will be conducted by robots. In this
challenging scenario, it would be equally
interesting and exciting to see how the
incorporation of robots looks and feels in
the hospitality industry and whether it's
Executive Knowledge Lines

prospects are really bright or bleak.
The first time, the Robot was used
in the hotel service was in 2o15 in
Hannna Hotel, Nagasaki, Japan. After
that, major different players in the
hospitality industry such as Hilton
Hotels, InterContinental, Marriott Groups
etc. have adopted the use of these
machines in varied degrees. In fact,
they even provide a competitive edge
over establishments which have neither
chosen nor yet to be tried to pursue it.
There are debatably pros and cons to
having robots to serve guests.
Generally, most hotel guests are
accustomed to dealing with human
members of staffs since ages so that
just some decades ago the mention of
robotic hotel environment had people
scoffing at the idea. But now, with the
revolutionary technology such as apps,
smartphones, touch screen and artificial
intelligence, guests seem to accept
robots too, readily and comfortably.
Undoubtedly, the basis of the
good guest experience is the hotel
personalization of his / her visit. While
human staff may hit or miss at it at times,
robotics in the hospitality improves it
drastically. When a robot smiles, it can
recognize a face, remember names and
crucially remembers guest preferences.
As for new guests, roberts help staffs
to keep a note of their preferences and
purchases. The information is shared
with team members on-site and with the
broader chain. The guests will be happily
surprised with the level of attentiveness
and knowledge the robert has.
Robots can also serve on human
by providing recommendations or
directions, meaning more time for Him/
Her to relax or explore the hotel and
it's surroundings. The other important
positive sides of robotic services are, it
never gets tired or boring, can available
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The first time, the
Robot was used in the
hotel service was in
2015 in Hannna Hotel,
Nagasaki, Japan.
After that, major
different players in the
hospitality industry
such as Hilton Hotels,
InterContinental,
Marriott Groups etc.
have adopted the use
of these machines in
varied degrees.
round the clock and technically does not
require a salary. The speed at which the
tasks can be processed is commendable
with utmost satisfaction, accuracy and
consistency. And definitely the term
'human error' in any of the service
sector could be eliminated for good.
Moreover, robots could also create new
types of human jobs such as technical
maintenance where they are established.
With that said, there are also certain
disadvantages like in any other
technology-driven industry, so that some
hotels are not interested in introducing
robotic services in their organizations.
According to them, there's always a fine
line between hospitality and service.
They strongly believe that hospitality is
about looking out and making an effort
to understand others rather than looking
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in. A great service is never recognizable
within the hospitality aspect as that's
what bring emotional connections,
valued by a human to the experience.
Likewise, robots don't have the ability to
comprehend suspicious activities and
cannot be a source of help to provide
directions during emergencies. A fully
robotic hotel decreases security and
allows more room for violence, crime
and terrorist attacks. Robots could be
interesting to guests the first time but as
guests try to interact frequently and face
the lack of comprehension, that changes
the perception of robots.
According to a recent 'Wall Street'
Journal, Japan's 'Henn na "Strange" hotel
(the first-ever robotic hotel in the world)
has laid off half of its robot strengths as
they create more problems than they
could solve.
Understandably, a. Two robots
positioned at check-in were also

decommissioned because workers
essentially had to do their job for them
and photocopy of guest's passports to
be done manually.
b. Two robot luggage carriers could only
reach about 24 of them over 1oo rooms
in the hotel and failed miserably in rain
or snow.
c. The hotel 's main concierge robot
also did not know how to answer about
flight schedules and nearby tourist
destinations and It has since been
replaced by a human.
The hotel decided it was easier to fire
them than to replace them citing higher
costs. Moreover, in the end, a lot of work
had to be left to human anyway.
Nevertheless, you can use robots to
improve the guest experience. It can
provide information for guests, however,
it's primary purpose should be to
surprise the guests with a room delivery
etc. It's again capable of freeing up time
for hotel employees to detailed queries.
So the term '' anything which is
moderate is good " applicable in the
case of robotic service in the hospitality
industry too. 
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General Knowledge

Test
your

GK
1. Name the fish that doesn’t have brain,
heart and bones?
2. Which is the shortest war happened in
history that only lasted for 38 minutes?
3. In which year was All India Women’s
Hockey Federation formed?
4. Which malignant diseaseis awaiting for
human trials of nanomedicine that have
already been tested in mice that uses
gold nano shells?
5. Who is considered to be the most
beautiful woman in the world, according
to Homer in Iliad?
6. Which is the only language that can be
whistled, hummed or encoded in music,
that originates from tribal parts of Brazil?
7. Name the continent that covers all the
four hemispheres?
8. Who created the first zoo for scientific
study?
9. According to Forbes, who is the world’s
highest paid female athlete?
10. The famous Aswan Dam is located on
which river?
11. What is known as the “Kitchen of cells”?
12. What is the motto of the Indian Air
Force?
13. Who wrote the famous book
‘Arthashastra’?
14. What is the meaning of ’Solstice’?
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15. What was the first synthetic fibre made
by man?
16. What is the process of change of vapor
into liquid state called?
17. When was the first Oscar award
function held?
18. What is the most popular sport in
Egypt?
19. O
 ne of the famous Indian foods
‘Chicken Tikka Masala’ was invented in
which place?
20. Who changed the working hours in
India from 14 hours to 8 hours?
(Answers on page 51)
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TECHTRENDS

Artificial

Intelligence

Technology giving new
Dimensions to Business
N Vijayagopalan

A

in business operations as per the
established technology trends.

Let us have a look at a few very
interesting uses of artificial intelligence

1. Blockchain Evolution – From Smart
Contracts to Intelligent Contracts. Smart
contracts are self-executing contracts
between a buyer and seller with the
terms of the agreement being directly
written into lines of code. The code
and the agreements exist across a
distributed, decentralized blockchain
network. The problem is existing smart
contracts, are not particularly smart at

rtificial intelligence (AI) has
tremendous scope for use in
business operations. AI facilitates
efficiently tackling the repetitive tasks
that human employees are now doing,
and in some cases can significantly
enrich the resources a company has.
Many business applications can be
automated and enhanced with artificial
intelligence technology.
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all. They are essentially just a compilation
of static code that runs on blockchain
networks. It is why smart contracts are
almost exclusively used by coders and
programmers, rather than the much
larger and scalable audience of ordinary
people and businesses. Matrix AI
Network, a Hong Kong-based blockchain
technology company is designing
proprietary Intelligent Contracts that
leverage natural language programming,
semantic analysis, and adaptive deep
learning-based templates to auto-code
in English and Chinese. The user simply
types or speaks the features that they
want to include and the Intelligent
Contract automatically handles the
coding. MATRIX’s Intelligent Contract
prototype currently supports One-Click
Token Launch, One-Click ICO, Voting,
Insurance and Auctions, and is poised to
eliminate the smart contract adoption
barrier with a promising next-generation
Blockchain 2.0 solution that is safer, more
efficient, and more secure.
2. Energy Efficiency and Worker
Safety. Machine learning is at the heart
of this example. Atomiton, Inc. provides
an artificial intelligence system to the
energy industry that learns what is
happening on a drilling site and can
predict what the machine operators may
or may not find as they drill for natural
gas or refine petroleum. Historically,
the energy industry calculated this
data by hand, utilizing data points from
previous jobs to determine the future.
Now, an AI system is used and ends up
reducing waste and cutting costs for
the company’s bottom line. General
Electric also uses an AI system called
Predix to monitor the performance of
its machinery and plants. The system
can even predict if and when a piece of
machinery may fail, which could lead to
not only loss of productivity, but could
actually injure workers, as well.
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AI facilitates
efficiently tackling the
repetitive tasks that
human employees
are now doing, and
in some cases can
significantly enrich the
resources a company
has.
3. Questions and Answers. Basically,
any question you can think of when
staying in a hotel has been answered
a thousand times by the front desk
or concierge desk. Now, artificial
intelligence is being introduced to
tackle those unending common
questions, allowing the concierge
representatives more time to handle
the hands-on, creative tasks of ensuring
a guest’s comfortable stay. Passage AI
is one company exploring intelligent
conversational interfaces, including
making the voice of the AI machine
more human-like. Hilton’s AI concierge,
Connie is the first AI-powered concierge
bot, powered by IBM’s Watson. The
Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas, is also using
an AI concierge.
4. Power Health and Wellness. Doctors
will never be totally replaced by artificial
intelligence, but AI could be used to
enhance the treatment and care of
patients. For example, AI could help
doctors communicate with one another
about the same patient, helping to solve
the communication issues so common
in the healthcare industry. According
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to the American Cancer Society, a high
proportion of mammograms yield false
results, leading to 1 in 2 healthy women
being told they have cancer. The use
of AI is enabling review and translation
of mammograms 30 times faster with
99% accuracy, reducing the need for
unnecessary biopsies.
5. Simplify Document Review. In
the construction industry, proposals
are mammoth undertakings taking
hundreds of hours of employee time to
review and encompassing thousands of
pages of information. ServiceChannel
is looking at ways to streamline the
construction proposal process by
entering the proposal into a database
and having the AI evaluate the scope,
pricing, and performance of a contractor
which helps management quickly figure
out if it’s a worthwhile proposal to
consider.
6. Smarter Sales. When a company is
focused on B2C sales, they are constantly
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looking for ways to gather more insight
into their target market and how to turn
interest into a sale. Online sales channels
are particularly sensitive to this type of
AI. For example, by combining big data
with predictive analysis and real-time
decision-making, the company Apptus
helps consumers find other products
that may be of interest to them after
they search and/or purchase a different
product.
7. Cybersecurity and Analysis.
Artificial intelligence has the capability
to monitor online networks to ensure
their security from hackers. As it analyzes
the network, it can search for excessive
traffic or spot anomalies in the network
pattern. IBM is one company on the
leading edge of AI for cybersecurity, as
it aims to produce AI products that can
fill in the gaps between humans and
other technologies to ensure network
safety. For the first time, AI and cognitive
intelligence are being used to transform
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the cybersecurity industry and help
analysts identify threats more accurately
and resolve them faster than ever before,
some Watson clients have experienced
50% faster threat analysis times with
IBM’s QRadar Advisor.
8. Project Management. By 2030, 80
percent of the work of today’s project
management (PM) discipline will be
eliminated as artificial intelligence (AI)
takes on traditional PM functions such as
data collection, tracking and reporting,
according to Gartner, Inc. Industry
experts observe that AI is going to
revolutionize how program and portfolio
management (PPM) leaders leverage
technology to support their business
goals. Providers in today’s PPM software
market are behind in enabling a fully
digital program management office
(PMO), but Gartner predicts AI-enabled
PPM will begin to surface in the market
sometime this year. The market will
focus first on providing incremental
user experience benefits to individual
PM professionals, and later will help
them to become better planners and
managers. In fact, by 2023, technology
providers focused on AI, virtual reality
(VR) and digital platforms will disrupt
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the PPM market and cause a clear
response by traditional providers. Data
collection, analysis and reporting are a
large proportion of the PPM discipline.
AI will improve the outcomes of these
tasks, including the ability to analyze
data faster than humans and using those
results to improve overall performance.
As these standard tasks start to get
replaced, PPM leaders will look to staff
their teams with those who can manage
the demands of AI and smart machines
as new stakeholders. It is expected
that as AI begins to take root in the
PPM software market, those PMOs that
choose to embrace the technology
will see a reduction in the occurrence
of unforeseen project issues and risks
associated with human error.
Most business applications can be
automated and enhanced with artificial
intelligence technology. As the
business community begins to adapt to
utilizing AI in their everyday operations,
unnecessary costs and critical human
errors can be avoided and the world will
move at a faster, more secure, and more
predictable pace. 
(Courtesy : CXO Today)
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Important Days
of August 2019

Dates
Event
& Days

Reason

Started by

FYI

6th
August

Hiroshima Day During World War II,
Nuclear bomb was
dropped in Japan’s
Hiroshima in 1945.

8th
August

World Senior
Citizens day

Raise awareness
UNGA in 1990
about the conditions
of the people who
are old and are
entering old age.
Focus on longevity.

9th
August

Quit India Day

During Bombay
Mahatma Gandhi
session of Congress, called for “Do or
from Gowalia Tank
Die” to the people.
Gandhiji announced
Quit India Movement
on this day on 1942.

9th
August

International
Day of World
Indigenous
People

To celebrate
contributions
of indigenous
communities.
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UNGA in 1994

UN declared 20052015 as"A Decade
for Action and
Dignity"
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19th
August

World
Humanitarian
Day

Protect people from civil
conflicts and provide
humanitarian support
to such regions.In 2003,
UN office in Baghdad
was bombed killing
22 people after which
UNGA adopted the
resolution.

UNGA

23rd
August

International
Day for the
Remembrance
of the Slave
Trade and Its
Abolition

To pay tribute to the
people who stood
against slave trade
and ultimately it’s
abolitionHaitian
Revolution

UNESCO

29th
August

National Sport Birthday of Major
Day
Dhyan Chand
(hockey player)
He was called“The
Wizard” of the game

Govt of India

29th
August

International
Day Against
Nuclear Tests

UNGA

Focus on Nuclear
disarmament. A
Comprehensive Test
Ban Treaty (CTBT)
is presented on the
table for the states
to adopt in UNGA.
Although none of
the nuclear power
states have adopted
this treaty , including
India.

UN Campaign:
#NotATarget

Mnemonic To Remember Important Days of August
After the Hiroshima attack, for humanitarian reasons, UN has tabled resolution
against nuclear tests for nations to quit military use nuclear energy
After the
Hiroshimaattack

for
humanitarianreasons,

UN has tabled
resolution against
nuclear tests

for nations to
quitmilitary use
nuclear energy

6th Aug World
Hiroshima Day

19th Aug World
Humanitarian Day

29th Aug
International Day
Against Nuclear Tests

9th Aug Quit India
Day
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Science

Robert Hooke
the English Da Vinci
Jack of All Trades
and Master of Many

GB Sharma

H

ere is one of the earliest scientists
in history who excelled in an
incredible array of fields and passed into
oblivion.
Besides being the inventor of, amongst
other things, the iris diaphragm in
cameras, the universal joint used in
motor vehicles, the balance wheel in
watch etc. he was Surveyor of the City
of London, architect, experimenter
and maker of instruments for scientific
studies. One of his most significant
38 August 2019

contributions is the term ‘CELL’ in biology.
The law of elasticity he discovered is
known as Hooke’s law for which he is
remembered more today. Indeed, he
deserves more…..
He was born on July 28, 1635 (as per the
revised calendar) in the Isle of Wight,
England to John Hooke and Cecily
Gyles. He was the youngest of their
four children. Being a child of delicate
health, Hooke’s clergyman father taught
him at home. A quick learner, Hooke
Executive Knowledge Lines

was interested in painting and adept at
making mechanical toys and models.
In 1648, when Hooke was 13, his father
died leaving a meagre inheritance.
He went to London and enrolled at
Westminster School where he obtained
a solid academic education including
Latin, Greek, and Hebrew, and gained
training as an instrument maker. He
continued his studies at Oxford working
as assistant to the scientist Robert
Boyle. He studied subjects ranging from
astronomy to chemistry and made
friends with many influential people like
future architect Christopher Wren and
others.
In 1660 Hooke discovered Hooke’s Law,
which states that the tension force in a
spring increases in direct proportion to
the length it is stretched to.
For millennia before Hooke, people
had regarded air, along with fire, water
and earth, as one of the four elemental
substances that filled the world, leaving
no empty spaces. Working with Boyle,
Hooke developed a vacuum pump
(known as Boylean air pump) that could
empty space. In a vessel so evacuated, a
candle couldn’t burn, and a clapping bell
was silent, proving that air is necessary
for combustion and conducting sound.
Hooke’s law of elasticity established
that the stretching of a solid body (e.g.,
metal, wood) is proportional to the
force applied to it. This law laid the basis
for studies of stress and strain and for
understanding of elastic materials. He
applied these studies in his designs
for the balance springs of watches.
In 1662 he was appointed curator of
experiments to the Royal Society of
London and was elected a fellow the
following year.
In 1664 he told that Jupiter rotates on its
axis. His detailed sketches of Mars were
used in the 19th century to determine
39 August 2019
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He was born on July
28, 1635 (as per the
revised calendar)
in the Isle of Wight,
England to John
Hooke and Cecily
Gyles. He was the
youngest of their four
children.
that planet’s rate of rotation. In 1665 he
was appointed professor of geometry
in Gresham College. Hooke was the
first man to state in general that matter
expands when heated.
In 1665, when he was aged 30, Hooke
published the first ever scientific
bestseller: MICROGRAPHIA, one of the
most important scientific books ever
written. It revealed a new world that
people had never imagined could
exist. Our knowledge of microbiology,
quantum physics, and nanotechnology
can all be traced back to Hooke’s
Micrographia. Hooke pondered some
of the biggest biological questions as
well. He hypothesized that the presence
of fossilized fish in mountainous areas
meant they had once been under
water. His study of fossils led him to
conclude that many extinct species once
inhabited the earth.
Hooke looked at the bark of a cork tree
and observed its microscopic structure.
In doing so, he discovered and named
the cell – the building block of life. He
thought the objects he had discovered
looked like the individual rooms in a
August 2019

monastery, which were known as cells.

ways he embraced in his early life.

Moreover, Hooke showed that air could
be expanded and compressed. He also
performed foundational experiments
on the relationship between air and
the process of respiration in living
organisms. And he laid the groundwork
for thermodynamics, by suggesting that
particles in matter move faster as they
heat up.

Hooke even proposed recreating
London’s streets on a grid pattern.
Though it was not accepted, his idea was
subsequently incorporated in cities such
as Liverpool and Washington, D.C.

He made significant contribution
in improving all the five basic
meteorological instruments - the
barometer, thermometer, hydroscope,
rain gauge, and wind gauge.
While working as a scientist, Hooke
developed a side-line career as an
architect. People liked his designs
for buildings, and he was appointed
Surveyor to the
City of
London.
The
great
fire of
London
in 1666
gave
another

opportunity
for Hooke
to unfurl his
architectural skill. As surveyor of
the city, he collaborated with the
renowned architect Christopher Wren to
reconstruct London.
He designed a number of great
buildings, including Bethlem Hospital
(one of the largest lunatic asylums in
the world now known as Bedlam), the
Royal Greenwich Observatory and the
Royal College of Physicians. Though he
made a fortune through his architectural
endeavours, he did not leave the frugal
40 August 2019

In his later years, Hooke became
increasingly grumpy, engaging in of
feuds with other scientists, often about
who said what first. Hooke’s most
infamous feud was with Isaac Newton.
He thought
Newton had not
acknowledged
Hooke’s ideas
about gravity.
Surveying
depth
it’s

the range and
of Hooke’s
contributions,
difficult to
believe that one
person could
accomplish
so much in 67
years. Hooke
never married. His
niece, Grace Hooke,
his long time live-in
companion and
housekeeper, as
well as his eventual
lover, died in 1687;
Hooke was

inconsolable at the loss. Subsequently,
Hooke who was already not healthy
deteriorated further and died at the age
of 67 in London on March 3, 1703. The
exact reason or the details of his illness
are not recorded.
Multifarious are the contributions and
achievements of Robert Hooke and
only a few among them are listed in this
article for the sake of brevity. 
Executive Knowledge Lines
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MEDICAL UPDATES

Medical News
Music may replace sedatives
for treating pre-op anxiety
Before undergoing an operation,
most people experience some form
of anxiety. Although this response is
common, it is not unproblematic, and
treatment often involves a sedative with
a whole host of possible side effects.
But new research may have found an
alternative. According to a new clinical
trial published in Regional Anesthesia &
Pain Medicine, relaxing music can have
effects similar to those of sedatives for
soothing preoperative anxiety.
Experts believe that relaxing music has
a very definitive sound. As Southern
Medical Journal research states, a tune
that involves no lyrics, no significant
change in tempo or rhythm, and an
estimated 60 beats per minute is the
most effective in reducing anxiety.

Both blood pressure numbers
may predict heart disease
According to new research, both high
systolic and high diastolic blood pressure
can lead to heart attack and stroke.
The research suggests that both blood
pressure readings are equally important.
Heart disease and stroke are the leading
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causes of death worldwide. In the United
States, more than 600,000 people die
of heart disease every year. According
to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), nearly one-quarter of
deaths due to cardiovascular disease are
preventable.
Blood pressure readings are critical for
analyzing and monitoring blood pressure.
These tests record blood pressure using
two measurements: systolic and diastolic
blood pressure. The systolic pressure shows
how much pressure the blood places on
the arteries when the heart beats, while
the diastolic blood pressure shows the
pressure while the heart is resting between
beats. The American Heart Association
(AHA) advise that blood pressure numbers
below 120/80 millimeters of mercury (mm
Hg) are normal.
Decades of research have indicated that
high systolic blood pressure is more
likely than diastolic pressure to predict
heart disease, but now, a new study finds
that both numbers in blood pressure
readings have a strong association with
heart attack and stroke risk. Researchers
at Kaiser Permanente, a healthcare
company in Oakland, CA, carried out
the study, which appears in the New
England Journal of Medicine.
Executive Knowledge Lines

Could eating local food reduce
blood pressure and diabetes
risk?
A recent pilot study finds that
consuming local foods with fewer
additives might reduce abdominal
fat, blood pressure, and diabetes
risk. The study is small-scale, but the
findings are intriguing. The study looks
at whether making a small change
to our buying habits might make a
substantial difference to our health. The
study focused on the food additives in
processed foods. These additives include
chemicals that the food industry uses
to make food "palatable, durable, and
transportable over long distances."

Study links higher body
weight later in life to faster
brain aging
A new study has identified an association
between having a higher body mass
and larger waist later in life, and a faster
thinning of the cerebral cortex, which
is a key characteristic of brain aging.
Weight and waist circumference may be
factors in brain aging, the new research
suggests.
Having an unhealthy weight is a
43 August 2019
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significant risk factor for many health
problems, including developing
metabolic conditions, such as diabetes,
as well as cardiovascular problems. This
research indicates that there is a link
between body mass index (BMI) later
in life and the rate of cortical thinning
in older age. The cerebral cortex is
the outer layer of the brain, which
contains a high amount of gray matter,
the substance made out of neuronal
cell bodies. Researchers associate the
thinning of the cortex with cognitive
decline, which, in turn, they associate
with a higher risk of dementia. A
large new cohort study has found an
association between eating a high
amount of chili peppers and the risk of
cognitive decline.
Based on their findings, the researchers
suggest that having a higher than
healthy BMI and a thicker waist
circumference might hasten brain aging
by 10 years or more.

Eating earlier in the day
aids weight loss by curbing
appetite
New research confirms that shifting
mealtimes to a smaller window, earlier
August 2019

in the day can aid weight loss. It also
reveals that weight loss from this type of
meal schedule is likely due to appetite
and hunger hormone reduction, rather
than calorie burning.
The research finds that eating only
between 8:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. curbs
the appetite.

Vast majority of dietary
supplements don't improve
heart health or put off death,
study finds
In a massive new analysis of findings
from 277 clinical trials using 24 different
interventions, Johns Hopkins Medicine
researchers say they have found that
almost all vitamin, mineral and other
nutrient supplements or diets cannot be
linked to longer life or protection from
heart disease.
Although they found that most of
the supplements or diets were not
associated with any harm, the analysis
showed possible health benefits only
from a low-salt diet, omega-3 fatty
acid supplements and possibly folic
acid supplements for some people.
Researchers also found that supplements
combining calcium and vitamin D may
in fact be linked to a slightly increased
stroke risk.

What is the link between sleep
apnea and depression?
New research has explored the link
between sleep apnea and depression
and suggests that the former may be
one reason that depression treatments
fail. Sleep apnea is a potentially serious
sleep disorder in which breathing
repeatedly stops and starts.
Treating sleep apnea with a CPAP
machine may reduce the symptoms of
depresson.
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Around 20–30% of people with
depression and other mood disorders
do not get the help they need from
existing therapies. New research points
to obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) as a
potential culprit for treatment resistant
depression and suggests that screening
for and treating the sleep condition may
alleviate symptoms of depression. The
researchers point out that underlying
conditions — such as hypothyroidism,
cancer, and carotid artery disease — may
often be the cause of treatment resistant
depression.

Computer use in midlife may
prevent cognitive decline
Researchers found that using a
computer, playing games, and
participating in social activities may
reduce the risk of mild cognitive
impairment.
Our brains go through changes as
we get older, and some people may
experience issues with memory,
thinking, or judgment. Mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) is the stage between
age-related cognitive decline and
dementia — however, MCI does not
significantly affect daily life and activities.
People with MCI tend to forget things,
lose their train of thought or the thread
of conversations, and feel overwhelmed
by making decisions. According to
the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), more than 16 million
people in the United States are living
with cognitive impairment.
MCI may increase the risk of dementia,
but not everyone with MCI goes on to
develop the condition. To date, the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) have not
approved any treatments specifically for
MCI. 
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Humour

Laugh
It

There were three restaurants in the same
shopping complex. One day one of
them put up a sign which said "The Best
Restaurant in the City."
The next day, the largest restaurant on
the block put up a larger sign which said
"The Best Restaurant in the World."
On the third day, the smallest restaurant
put up a small sign which said "The Best
Restaurant in this building."
Two boys were arguing when the
teacher entered the room.
The teacher says, "Why are you arguing?"
One boy answers, "We found a 500
rupees currency note and decided to
give it to whoever tells the biggest lie."
"You should be ashamed of yourselves,"
said the teacher, "When I was your age I
didn't even know what a lie was."
The boys gave the note to the teacher.
A man is released from prison after
twenty years. He decides to go back
to the neighbourhood where he lived.
When he gets there he cannot recognize
the place. Everything has changed a
lot. The places he used to visit have all
disappeared. He goes to a small café and
has a refreshment. When he takes out his
wallet he finds in it a tailor’s receipt for a
shirt he had given for stitching. He then
remembers that the last thing he had
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Away
done before being arrested was to give
that cloth to the tailor. He decides to go
there and try. Surprisingly the tailor is still
at the same place. He gets into the shop
and tells the tailor that about twenty
years before he had left him a cloth for
stitching a shirt. The tailor has a look
at the receipt and says: "OK, The shirt
is getting ready. Come back tomorrow
evening to collect it." Some things never
change.
A teacher asked a student to write 55.
Student asked: How?
Teacher: Write 5 and beside it another 5!
The student wrote 5 and stopped.
Teacher: What are you waiting for?
Student: I don't know which side to write
the other 5!
The advertising firm’s person asks his
client, “So, did you get any response
to your ad released by us that you’re
looking for a night guard?”
“Yeah, our shop got robbed tonight.”
Teacher: "Ashwin, what is the past
participle of the verb to ring?"
Ashwin: "What do you think it is, Sir?"
Teacher: "I don't THINK, I KNOW!"
Ashwin: "I don't think I know either, Sir!"
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Current Affairs

News
Reel
Parliament passes Companies
(Amendment) Bill, 2019.
Parliament passed Companies
(Amendment) Bill, 2019 aimed
at tightening Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) compliance
and ensuring stricter action for noncompliance of the company law
regulations. It amends the Companies
Act, 2013. It was first passed by Lok
Sabha on July 26, 2019 and then by Rajya
Sabha by July 30, 2019. The bill (1) aims
to ensure greater accountability and
better enforcement of the corporate
governance norms, (2) brings key

may now levy penalties instead, and (5)
shifts powers for conversion from public
to private companies from National
Companies Law Tribunal to central
government.
Parliament passes Muslim Women
(Protection of Rights on Marriage)
Bill, 2019.
Parliament passed the Muslim Women
(Protection of Rights on Marriage) Bill
2019 or Triple Talaq Bill after it was
approved by Rajya Sabha. It replaces
Ordinance promulgated on February 21,
2019. The Bill aims to declares practice
of instant triple talaq void and illegal
by making it cognizable penal offence.
Protect rights of married Muslim women
and ensure gender equality and gender
justice to Muslim women by declaring
practice of triple talaq as void and
illegal i.e. not enforceable in law and
prevent divorce by practice of ‘talaq-ebiddat’ by their husbands. It makes this
offence punishable with imprisonment
up to 3 years and fine. It also makes all
declaration of talaq, including in written
or electronic form (email, text message
etc) to be void and illegal.
Boris Johnson takes charge as new
Prime Minister of United Kingdom.

change related to CSR spending,
wherein companies would have to
mandatorily keep unspent money
into a special account,
(3)
empowers RoC to initiate action for
removal of name of a company from
Register of Companies if it is not
carrying on any business or operation
in according with Company Law, (4)
re-categories 16 out 81 compoundable
offences mentioned in the parent Act as
civil defaults, where adjudicating officers
(appointed by the central government)
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Former British Foreign Secretary Boris
Johnson officially took charge as new
Prime Minister of United Kingdom (UK).

He defeated Labour leader Jeremy
Corbyn. Johnson, a Conservative
Executive Knowledge Lines

Member of Parliament (MP), former
foreign minister, and former mayor
of London replaced outgoing Prime
Minister Theresa May who was forced
to step aside after failing to deliver a
Brexit deal. Like his predecessor Theresa
May, he will be inheriting a wafer-thin
parliamentary majority therefore, will
rely on support of Democratic Unionists
Party (DUP) of Northern Ireland to
govern.

in world to land a rover on unchartered
Lunar South Pole, Chandrayaan-2 will
also make India 4th country after Russia,
United States and China to pull off a
soft landing on moon. GSLV-MkIII-M1
is a 3-stage launch vehicle developed
by Indian Space Research Organisation
(ISRO). It has two solid strap-ons, a core
liquid booster and a cryogenic upper
stage. Chandrayaan-2 was the GSLVMKIII’s 1st operational flight.

Chandrayaan-2 spacecraft
successfully launched by GSLV
MkIII-M1.

Lok Sabha passes Right to
Information (Amendment) Bill, 2019.

Chandrayaan-2, India’s 2nd moon
mission (after Chandrayaan-1, 2008) was

successfully launched by GSLV-MkIII-M1
from Second Launch Pad at Satish
Dhawan Space Centre, Sriharikota in
Andhra Pradesh. This successful launch
comes exactly a week after Missions’
liftoff was aborted due to a technical
snag. Besides being India’s 2nd mission
to the moon it is 1st-ever mission to
be spearheaded by two women. The
mission’s objective is to demonstrate
key technologies for end-to-end lunar
mission capability, including softlanding and roving on lunar surface. It
will also carry detailed study of moon’s
topography and atmosphere leading
to a better understanding of Moon.
It seeks to improve understanding of
moon which could lead to discoveries
that will benefit India and humanity as a
whole. Besides making India 1st country
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Lok Sabha has passed Right to
Information (Amendment) Bill, 2019. The
bill seeks to amend certain provisions
of landmark transparency law- Right to
Information Act, 2005 so as to empower
central government on deciding terms
of Chief Information Commissioner (CIC)
and Information Commissioners (ICs) at
both central and state levels, as well as
have a say on salaries, allowances and

other terms and conditions of service.
The Bill allows Central government to
notify term of office for Chief Information
Commissioner (CIC) and Information
Commissioners (ICs) while as per RTI
Act, 2005, CIC at the central level and
ICs at state level will hold office for a
term of 5 years. It proposes that salaries,
allowances, and other terms and
conditions of service of CIC and ICs will
be determined by central government.
While as per RTI Act the salary of CIC
and ICs will be equivalent to the salary
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paid to the Chief Election Commissioner
(CEC) and Election Commissioners (EC)
respectively.

Occupants) Amendment Bill, 2019,
Bill which seeks to crackdown on
unauthorised occupants of government
residential accommodations. Minister

UDAN Scheme: 8 more air routes
added.
Giving a further fillip to Regional
Connectivity in the country, 8 more
routes became functional under UDAN.
These routes include Mysore-Hyderabad,
Hyderabad-Mysore, Goa- Mysore,

Mysore-Goa, Cochin-Mysore, MysoreCochin, Kolkata-Shillong and ShillongKolkata. With this, the total UDAN routes
operational increased to 194 routes.
UDAN (Ude Desh ka Aam Naagrik)
which was conceived in 2017 as
Government of India’s flagship regional
connectivity scheme has by now
become an important means for making
low cost flying available to people in
smaller Indian cities. The objectives of
UDAN scheme are to let the common
citizen of the country fly, to make air
travel affordable and widespread, to
boost inclusive national economic
development, job growth and air
transport infrastructure development of
all regions and states of India.
Public Premises (Eviction of
Unauthorised Occupants)
Amendment Bill passed in LS
The Lok Sabha o passed the Public
Premises (Eviction of Unauthorised
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of Housing and Urban Affairs Hardeep
Singh Puri said it was good time
to push through the legislation as
many MPs were waiting for their new
accommodation. Of the total 15,416
residential accommodation under the
government quota, “currently 3081
cases were under litigation,” which was a
matter of concern, he told the House.
RIL becomes highest-ranked Indian
company on Fortune Global 500 list.
Mukesh Ambani-led Reliance Industries
Ltd. (RIL) becomes highest-ranked
Indian company on Fortune Global

500 list. It has jumped 42 places and
was ranked 106 this year. In this year’s
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list, RIL replaced Indian Oil Corporation
(IOC) which ranked 117 as top-ranked
Indian company. State-owned IOC had
been top-ranked Indian company on list
for years and was 1st on Fortune India
500 list which started in 2010. In 2018’s
Global 500 list, RIL was ranked 148th and
IOC was at 137th place. Oil & Natural Gas
Corp (ONGC) was ranked 160th, State
Bank of India (SBI) 236th, Tata Motors
265th , Bharat Petroleum Petroleum
Corp Ltd (BPCL) 275th and Rajesh
Exports 495th. Fortune Global 500 is an
annual ranking of top 500 corporations
worldwide as measured by revenue. It is
also known as Global 500.

Answers

Test
your

GK

Answers:

1. Jelly Fish
2. Anglo-Zanzibar war
3. 1947
4. Cancer

New India-UK bilateral scheme
launched on Pilot basis.

5. Helen of Troy/ Helen of Sparta

UKEIRI Mobility Programme: Study
in India, a new India-UK bilateral
scheme has been launched on pilot
basis to support Britain’s universities
to collaborate with Indian partners to
facilitate United Kingdom (UK) students
to visit India during their studies. UKERI
stands for ‘UK-India Education Research
Initiative’. UKEIRI Mobility Programme
is an initiative of Universities UK
International (UUKI) and British Council
India. Objective of the programme
is to fund students from UK to visit
India. It also aims to generate up to
200 opportunities for undergraduate
students at UK universities to visit
India by March 2021. Programme will
be funded by UK Government and
Government of India as part of Phase
3 of UKEIRI and delivered by British
Council, Universities UK International
(UUKI) and Educational Consultants
India Limited (EdCIL) in India. Under
the programme the priority will be
given to students from traditionally
underrepresented groups to visit India
during their courses. 

7. Africa
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6. Piraha
8. Aristotle
9. Serena Williams
10. Nile
11. Chloroplasts
12.	Touch the sky with glory
(“NabhahSparshamDeeptam”)
13. Kautilya
14. Sun Standing Still
15. Nylon
16. Condensation
17. 16 May, 1929
18. Football
19. Scotland
20. Dr. BR Ambedkar
How did you fare?
No.of correct Answers you
got

Grade

18-20

Excellent

15-17

Very Good

12-14

Good

10-11

Average
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REFLECTION

INTELLECTUAL HONESTY

I

ntellectual honesty is the hallmark of great character and a prerequisite for great leadership. It is characterized by an unbiased,
honest attitude, which can be demonstrated in a number of
different ways. An intellectually honest person’s personal beliefs
do not interfere with the pursuit of truth. Relevant facts and
information are not purposefully omitted by him even when such
things may contradict his convictions. Facts are presented in an
unbiased manner, and not twisted to give misleading impressions
or to support one view over another. Harvard ethicist Louis M.
Guenin describes the “kernel” of intellectual honesty to be “a
virtuous disposition to eschew deception when given an incentive
for deception.”
Intentionally committed fallacies in debates and reasoning
are sometimes called intellectual dishonesty. Not overstating
the power of your argument, showing a willingness to publicly
acknowledge that reasonable alternative viewpoints exist,
being willing to publicly acknowledge and question one’s own
assumptions and biases, being willing to publicly acknowledge
where your argument is weak, being willing to publicly
acknowledge when you are wrong, demonstrating consistency,
addressing the argument instead of attacking the person making
the argument, showing a commitment to critical thinking, being
willing to publicly acknowledge when a point or criticism is good
– these are all signs of intellectual honesty. Setting aside one’s
prejudices, one’s present needs, and one’s own self interest
in making a decision as a director for a company is a sign of
intellectual honesty.
Mark Twain’s famous quote comes to my mind – “If you tell the
truth, you don’t have to remember anything”. Being honest is
one’s moral duty. This duty is especially important when we share
ideas that can inform or persuade others.
In short, intellectual honesty is a journey and not a destination.
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